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Abstract
In today's engineering project management, there is no lack of strategies to plan and assign task
items to reduce the overall project timeline. However, as the product gets more complicated and
organization gets much larger, the implementation of those strategies becomes the real challenge.
Operational issues such as the objectives alignment across teams, transparent and consistent
vertical and horizontal communications, and unexpected requirements changes are becoming
causative factors for project delay.
These issues are seen particularly often in microprocessor product development. Besides its high
technology complexity, microprocessor development involves huge uncertainties, frequent
changes, closely coupled inter-team efforts, and iterative design processes. The cost of
microprocessor project delay is huge, not only because the development process is capital
intensive, but also because the demand is technology sensitive-a project delay of several
months could keep a product from entering the market and kill the project. As the design process
gets more matured in this industry, firms are competing on execution.
This thesis argues that a great amount of execution delay comes from organizational barriers, a
lack of organizational processes in situations of exception and uncertainty management and the
inadequate incentive system that aligns the interests of the project with its team. The author
evaluated the effectiveness of the traditional organization structure and other standard structures
for this industry, and proposed an innovative hybrid organization structure, a structure that is
highly leveraged, robust, scalable and efficient. A thorough comparison of the proposed
organization with the traditional ones is conducted with the system tools such as Design
Structure Matrix, and System Dynamics models.
Thesis Supervisor: Patrick Hale
Title: Director of System Design and Management Fellow Program
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Chapter 1: Thesis Overview
This thesis begins with an introduction to the microprocessor design, including the general
concept of a microprocessor, the design overview, and the general design flow. This introduction
is meant to offer the reader a general knowledge about this industry, an impression of the
complexity of the project, and the structured design method. What follows is a step closer to look
inside the main architecture and components of the microprocessor chip, as well as how the
system can be decomposed. The microprocessor system decomposition is the basis for the
understanding of the organizational issues raised in the later chapters.
Starting from chapter 4, the organizational issues are analyzed in depth. Chapter 4 itself provides
the evaluation of the existing organization structures and the weaknesses associated. For legacy
reasons, the organization solution to the project delay problems has always been overlooked. The
author sees this as both the critical issue and the unique opportunity and challenge to the project
management of microprocessor development.
It is a natural exploration path to move from traditional functionally structured organization to
other 'standard' organization structures such as horizontal and matrix organizations. In chapter 5,
the author analyzes the strengths and weaknesses of those organizations, as well as limitations in
the practical operational applications, and discusses why these alternatives are not the solution to
the problem at hand.
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Close examination of those traditional organizational structures time inspired the author to apply
organizational innovation to solve the microprocessor development challenges, and the author
proposed a hybrid organization structure tailored to these microprocessor projects in chapter 6. In
chapter 7, the characteristics of the proposed structure are discussed in detail, and compared with
other structures using several tools, including Design Structure Matrix and a System Dynamics
model.
In the last chapter, the author proposed a new attribute called "design for status reporting" and
the process to incorporate such an attribute. That process serves as the supplement solution to
work with the proposed hybrid organization structure to further strengthens the organizational
communication and increases the efficiency of the development processes.
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Chapter 2: Introduction to Microprocessor Design
Microprocessor Overview
"A microprocessor is a digital electronic component with transistors on a single semiconductor
integrated circuit (IC). One or more microprocessors typically serve as a central processing unit
(CPU) in a computer system or handheld device."I That is a typical definition of the
Microprocessor itself. Viewed from one level above, the microprocessor is a key subsystem of a
computing system, sitting on the motherboard, which interchanges inputs and outputs with other
components such as memory, chipset, graphics card, optical storage and other peripherals
through communication buses. Figure 1 illustrates an Intel motherboard and the Pentium 4
microprocessor that goes with it.
As the main brain of a computing system, the microprocessor itself is a very complicated system.
Especially as silicon fabrication technology aggressively progresses, the performance of
microprocessors has doubled roughly every two years2 . A contemporary microprocessor has
several hundreds of millions of transistors. Figure 2 shows the transistor count of Intel processors
to date.
' http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microprocessor
2 Moor, "No Exponential is Forever".
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Figure 1 The left is an Intel Motherboard. The place labeled Socket 775 is where the Microprocessor (on the
right) sits.
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Figure 2 Transistor count of Intel Microprocessors in history 3
Microprocessor Design Overview
As the performance requirements and the transistor count of microprocessors increase
dramatically, the design becomes much more challenging than ever. There are more features
(functionality), more interactions among subsystems (both functionally and physically), less
3 Moore's Law Poster Microprocessor Chart from Intel
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design freedoms (stringent design margins), more potential functionality and physical errors
(bugs). All of those require extraordinary efforts and coordination from design teams and the
management team. To design a contemporary microprocessor from scratch would take a project
team of more than 200 people with 3 to 5 years development time, during which period, of
course, no revenue is generated for the firm. As a matter of fact, the firm has to spend a lot more
money to do post-silicon testing and manufacturing either from outside fabricators (a company
that hires outside manufacturers is termed a "fabless company") or inside. Also because of the
lengthy design period, and the fast growing technology, a moderate project delay at the design
stage will add serious pressure to the firm on decisions about continuing its investment or not.
Microprocessor Design Flow Overview
Microprocessor design flow includes five principal activities - Design Specification, Behavioral
Design, Physical Design and Integration, Silicon Ramp and Specification Validation. There are
more sub-processes in its activity. Figure 3, which is from a published design flow chart with the
author's modification4 , shows both the main activities and their sub-processes. Here is a short
description of each design stage:
1. Design Planning: Before the official launch of the project, the executive team defines the
objective of the microprocessor and how it fits into the company's roadmap and high
level system, estimates the cost, staffs the organization, and outlines the high level main
milestones.
2. Architecture Design: Usually a small group of architects together with executive team
sketch out the main features to be implemented, the choice of architecture types (usually
firms will make this consistent with the existing products to leverage their accumulated
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technical know-how), the performance target, and how the chip is going to communicate
with software programs (how instructions encoded and to be executed). Together Design
Planning and Architecture Design define the Design Specification.
Design plan
Architecture
Design
Specification uArchitecture
Behavioral
Design 
Validation
Layout
Physical Integration
Design & Integration
Si debug
Silicon Pruction
Ramp
Figure 3 Microprocessor design flow chart
3. uArchitecture (microarchitecture) Design: This is where the whole system architecture
gets divided into subsystems-functional units. Microachitecture also defines how each
unit interacts with one another, and where exactly to set the unit boundary. The set of unit
boundary is critical for the ultimate chip performance per clock cycle (chip timing). The
project architect and the logic designers mostly do the Microarchitecture work.
"Grant McFarLand, "Microprocessor Design".
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4. Logic Design: Logic Design is to virtually implement the microarchitecture of all the
functional units with programmable hardware languages, also called "RTL"--Register
Transfer Language. The most popular ones are Verilog and VHDL. Those languages
precisely describe the complicated behavior of the microprocessor. Logic designers with
some involvement of the project architect are responsible for Logic Design.
Microarchitecture Design and Logic Design together are called Behavioral Design or
Front-end Design.
5. Circuits Design: Circuits Design converts Logic Design transistor implementation of the
microprocessor. The transistor models used are from the fabrication manufacturer, and
therefore the properties accurately reflect the actual physical silicon. Circuits Design also
involves the further division of the design units into smaller modular ones. People who
work in this field are the "circuit designers", and have constant interactions with the
logic designers.
6. Layout Design: Layout Design is to further implement the Circuits Design (transistors,
wires and interconnects) with the models of physical geometries at different fabrication
layers within the given areas. Because essentially this part of the design is to convert
circuit schematics to photolithography masks used during the fabrication, people who
work on this field are also called "mask designers". And they have to work closely with
circuit designers to ensure the consistency of layout with circuits. The design from
circuits afterward is also called "Backend Design".
7. Integration: Integration is simply to put all the units together, but the process is not
simple at all. Integration has to meet or help the units to meet all the design constraints,
including area, timing, and power consumption etc. Because the availability of design
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details during the different development stages, integration is a repetitive and recursive
process that runs throughout the whole design cycle. Circuits designers and layout
designers have some of the skills required to do integration work, but not sufficient.
People who specialized in this field are called "integration engineer". The last integration
completes the Physical Design. The time that the completed design data sent to foundry
for fabrication is also called "Tapeout", which is a major milestone for microprocessor
design.
8. Silicon Debug: Because all the pre-tapeout design is executed based on computer
simulation, and the simulation models are not going to exactly represent the physical
world, the actual fabricated chip will behave differently from seen on computer
simulation. To find out the differences and failures (also called "bugs") is the objective of
Silicon Debug, so that those problems can be solved in the redesign phase. The prototype
of the silicon chip based on the tapeout design data is also called "first silicon". The
silicon debug efforts are from people who understand fabrication process and closely
work with the foundry. They are also part of the design team.
9. Production: After several iterations of silicon debug, both the functionality cleanness and
the chip performance will improve to an acceptable level where the firm can eventually
freeze the design and start to make massive production. The scope of microprocessor
design does not include this section.
10. Validation: Validation or testing consists of several key processes including functionality
verification, physical design verification, and silicon verification. Although testing itself
is a non-value added process, it is critical to the quality and reliability of the final chip,
and therefore becomes the mandatory process for any microprocessor development.
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Functional verification (or the so-called "Design Verification-DV") tests whether the
design behaves as expected at all situations including some extreme corner cases. The
skills required in this process are quite similar to those of the logic designers, but the
nature of work is different between the two processes. Physical design verification is the
process to ensure the physical design metrics are all met at different sets of environmental
conditions, including some extreme ones. The physical design metrics are speed
(throughput performance), power consumption, chip area, electrical noise, electrical
current leakages, and fabrication constraints. Those efforts are built in the physical design
process and therefore done by the backend designers. Silicon verification serves the same
purpose as physical verification, but because it involves the real silicon chip, this process
requires more tools and skills/experience.
This is truly a high level picture of the design flow that is meant to provide an introduction to the
readers who are not familiar with this industry. In the next chapter, we will go one level down to
the design and development process.
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Chapter 3: A Closer Look at Microprocessor Development Process
Scope
Among all those design processes introduced in the pervious chapter, the ones involve most
people and consume most of the design time are the Behavior Design, Physical Design and
Integration, and Validation. Those phases are also the critical parts that determine the project
timeline, and the remainder of this thesis will focus on those phases.
Decomposition of Microprocessor
As demonstrated in the previous chapter, the Microprocessor is a quite complicated system. To
help show the complexity of the chip, following picture is a layout view of Intel Pentium 4
released in 2000 that has 42 million transistors.
Figure 4 The Layout of Pentium 4 Microprocessor5
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' Source: sudhian.com
That was six years ago and the microprocessor has only one single core. Today, because chip
companies are competing for even higher performance, multiple cores are built in on a single
chip. Here is a graph showing the AMD Athlon64 Dual Core Microprocessor layout.
Figure 5 Layout of AMD Athlon64 Dual Core Microprocessor6
The transistor count on this chip is more than 200 million, and the trend of transistor count for
this industry is climbing rapidly - the latest Intel Core 2 Duo has almost 300 million transistors.
To put hundreds of millions transistors together in one integration step and make it work is
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impossible. In fact, the challenge to handle the complexity first shows up at the architecture
stage, and the solution is to do a hierarchical design by decomposing the chip into several levels
of units. Each unit at a certain hierarchical level abstracts all the subsystems under it. Such
abstraction significantly reduces the complexity and yet remains sufficient for the upper levels of
the system to utilize. This hierarchical design methodology applies to both logic and physical
designs. The difference is the decomposition sequence. For logic design or front-end design, the
starting point is the whole CPU architecture, which is decomposed to sub-units top down, but for
physical design or back-end design, the very bottom units get to build first and gradually
integrated back to a higher hierarchical level of blocks. The complete design of a block, of
course, includes both the front-end and back-end designs.
There are many ways to decompose a chip depending on the specific architecture type. The most
commonly used method to partition the chip is functional based. For example, Figure 6 shows a
decomposition process of the IBM Xbox 360 microprocessor.
6 Source: amdboard.com
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Figure 6 Illustration of Chip Decomposition with IBM Microprocessor7
The first level of decomposition is shown from the left most graph, where the chip breaks into
large units such as CPU, FSB, XBAR, PLL, TEST and Queue 10 etc. The middle picture shows
the second level of decomposition, where the CPU core in the first level further divides into
clusters (cluster used here for the highest hierarchical level of CPU subsystem) such as Decode
Unit, Issue Queue, FGU, LBU, VMX, and L2 Cache etc. Finally, the right most picture shows
the next level of decomposition where the FGU and VMX combined get partitioned down to
units such as VRF, VLTB, FLTB, and VLD etc.
The introduction of the functional decomposition provides the basis knowledge for the deeper
discussion of design process in the following chapters.
21
7 IBM web site
Chapter 4 The Weaknesses of the Traditional Project Organization
The development process of microprocessor design project is complex and central to project
success, and on the other hand the organization structure is no less critical in the author's point of
view. In fact, the organization structure will ultimately decide the effectiveness of the
development process. In Eppinger and Ulrich's book "Development Processes and
Organizations", they assert: "successful firms must organize their product development staffs
effectively". Robert Simons even further argues: "organization design is the most important
determinant of success for implementing strategy in a large organization" 9. The author has no
doubt on the same importance of organization for microprocessor design project. In this chapter
the author will evaluate the traditional way of organization in this industry and expose related
issues.
Functionally Structured Organization
Microprocessor design projects are mostly structured as functionally based organization, as
shown in figure 7. At the top is the project director, who owns the whole project, and she/he has
several second level senior managers. Each of the managers is in charge of a specific functional
area. The line is clearly drawn for each team based on that specific technical area. A senior
manager has several line managers directly reporting to him/her, and is responsible for the
overall progress on a major functional area. The senior manager layer limits the span of control
of the project director to avoid directly managing so many technical line managers. Each line
manager has pretty much the same responsibility as the senior manager except she/he has to
8Ulrich and Eppinger, Development Processes and Organizations
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directly manage the engineers. Engineers are grouped based on their expertise area, though they
are often working for different clusters and having more interactions with people from different
functional teams.
One of the reasons for this industry to have such structure is because, due to the high technical
concentration and complexity of each functional area, it is quite hard for an engineer to grasp
two different design fields; for example it is rare to find someone who can do both analog circuit
design and functional design verification. The same is true for a line manager who is promoted to
the manager position from previous assignment as an experienced engineer who knew a specific
field really well. Overall, these factors cast the organization of this industry in a traditional
functional structure.
9 Robert Simons, Levers of Organization Design
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Engineers Engineers Engineers Engineers Engineers
(logic Design (Physical (Physical (Timing or
Design) Verification Design) Integration) CAD)
Figure 7 Traditional Design Team Organization Chart
Issues with the Traditional Organization
There are some build-in weaknesses associated with the functionally structured organization, for
example, Simon lists these issues": slow response time to environmental changes, may cause
decisions to pile on top, hierarchy overload, leads to poor horizontal coordination among
departments, results in less innovation and involves a restricted view of organizational goals.
The author very much believes that all the items on this list apply to the microprocessor design
field. In addition, there are some others important weaknesses to add to this list. The following
'0 Robert Duncan, Organizational Dynamics (Winter 1979), 429
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paragraphs will be dedicated to the closer examinations of all the items in the context of a
microprocessor design project.
1. Centralized Decision Making Process
As introduced in the previous chapter, a microprocessor is composed of a group of design
clusters. The end objective for the design team is to deliver the completed and integrated
clusters -- it is not, however, to deliver any particular functional area. On the other hand,
to design each of the clusters, it takes all of the different technical efforts: each cluster
needs to go through the design flow introduced in chapter 2 (functional & physical
designs, etc). What this means for the functionally structured organization is that the
decision making of each every cluster involves the entire management of the project,
because the work is distributed to the engineers from all over the teams. Thus the
management level essentially accountable for the cluster is the project director. Figure 8
helps illustrate how the related staffs and project decisions are structured.
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Figure 8 Decision Making Constituencies of a Cluster under the Functional Organization
In the above graphic, the yellow highlighted engineers are the ones that, together, deliver
a certain cluster. For the sake of illustration, we use the FGU as the example of this
cluster. If there is a timing (back-end) issue that possibly requires a functionality change
(front-end) of FGU, then the pending decision is when to do the evaluation and fix. The
problem is both timing and functionality teams have their own schedule that will be
affected by this effort. The engineers have to go up to their line managers (highlighted in
the graph) at the next level up, where it is the same situation, i.e. the conflicts of schedule
still exist at that level. So this will keep moving up to the director where the organization
converges. After a decision is made there, it needs to pass down through all the layers
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back to the distributed engineers to implement the decision. All those processes take time
away from the productive project activities.
2. Complication in Project Schedule Management
Because of the complexity and uncertainty of the microprocessor project, everyone in the
project follows a specific schedule to direct one's daily work. In the traditional
functionally structured organization, the engineers, line managers, and the senior
functional managers have their schedule pretty much aligned. For example, the objective
of a senior manager is to delivery the clean functionality (RTL) of all the clusters, and
each line manager is responsible for one or two of those. The line manager then divides
the cluster to the smaller blocks that are assigned to his/her team of engineers. However,
the problem is that in reality not all the clusters have the same progress within a specific
functional process. The senior manager has more incentive to balance all the resources
and efforts to move clusters at the same pace rather than to stagger them. But it is
beneficial for the whole project to tailor the schedule to each cluster, because many
common concerns like tools, environment and integration-related issues could be
resolved earlier with some leading 'pilot' clusters. A cluster-tailored schedule will allow
the whole project to move faster. This structure makes the project director the one to
manage two different sets of project schedules. One is functionally based and the other is
cluster based. While this does give the director more authority in term of decision-
making, it loads the director with too many issues than can be resolved in a timely
manner and therefore delays project progress.
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3. Lack of Horizontal Ownership
There could be easily more than 20 clusters in a microprocessor design project. The
traditional organization structure does not identify any dedicated owner of each cluster
other than the project director. The communication among different functional teams
involved in the same cluster is critical to timely completion of the cluster. The lack of this
horizontal ownership makes such communication mostly ad-hoc. It is not unusual to have
5 different functional teams working on the same cluster, which often leads to false
assumptions and perceptions regarding the intent and activities of other teams. There is
great potential for the traditional functionally based organization to improve the
horizontal efficiency and therefore to accelerate the project-level progress.
4. Slow Response to Changes
Unexpected design changes are part of modern microprocessor design projects. Because
different functional areas are tightly coupled, each change might trigger an entire
iteration of those tasks previously regarded as "closed" work. With the complexity and
current tool support for microprocessor design and validation, such change is
unavoidable. The sooner the affected functional teams react, the less impact the change
will have on the project-level schedule. Given the teams are functionally structured, it
takes more time for other teams not only to become aware of the change and take action
to re-close issues associated with the change.
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5. Career Path Issues at Different Levels
One of the organization's responsibilities is to create growth opportunities for
employees". At the same time, it is also in the company's interest to keep developing
people to fill both the management and technical chains. In the traditional functionally
structured organization of a microprocessor design team, there is a considerable
disconnection between the senior manager level and the project director level. People
below the senior manager level usually have the choice of growing toward the purely
technical ladder, or the management path, a path still requires the expertise of a specific
technical field. Such expertise in the functional field not only is something they use to
differentiate themselves for management path opportunities, but also comprises the
necessary skills that ensure their success in the role of senior functional manager. The
negative effect of the specialization in a single functional field is the lack of exposure to
other key functional areas. It impedes them from being growing the cross-functional
competencies to prepare for the next level - the project director.
6. Restricted View of Organizational Goals
The objective of a microprocessor design team is to deliver a completed full product
design at the desired level of quality as soon as possible, so that the mass production can
get to the market to begin generating revenue for the firm. However, when this objective
gets decomposed to the traditional functionally structured teams, it is sub-optimized to
deliver completed functional checkpoints as early as possible, without a global
optimization across all teams and functions. It is a typical tradeoff problem between
'component' sub-optimization and system-level optimization. Each functional senior
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manager strives to beat the milestones of his/her functional completion targets, often at
the cost of delaying the overall project milestone. Structure determines behavior. Current
reward systems work toward measuring the effectiveness each manager based on how
soon his/her team can meet a given functional target. Meeting individual functional
targets won't help the progress of the whole project if all teams but one beat the
milestones - system functionality is required to have a whole product. The highly
coupled nature of the design means that the issue that the last team is working on has the
potential to void the completion status of the other teams. For example, a critical bug
found by the design validation team within a given cluster would mean rework from the
functionality team, physical team, and timing team. The interdependent nature of
different functional teams results in sub-optimization of objectives, interfering with the
key global objective of the whole project team.
7. Less Support for Innovation
In microprocessor design process, there is great potential for innovation to improve the
efficiency of inter-functional processes. For example, by exchanging physical placement
and timing information with front-end design could optimize the next iteration of both
front-end and back-end designs. However, because of the way the organization is
structured, the optimization of inter-functional areas is not he primary objective across
different teams. One of the generally accepted corporate culture assumptions is that
people are becoming more and more results orientated. The lack of the horizontal cluster
objectives results in less communication of inter-functional process improvement.
Stephen Robbins, Essentials of Organizational Behavior
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Inspiration to innovate, as one of the purposes of communication1 2, is therefore less
supported.
All the above weaknesses of the traditional functionally structured organization of
microprocessor design project hurt the productivity of the firm in the long run. In the following
chapters, the author evaluates other different organization structures, as well as proposes a new
organization structure and some design processes that supports such structure. The in depth
comparison with the traditional organization structure will be presented as well.
12 T. Allen & G. Henn, The Organization and Architecture of Innovation
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Chapter 5 The Elimination of Horizontal and Matrix Organization Solutions
Horizontal Organization
Horizontal organization (Figure 9) does have some desired strengths that help resolve our
problems. From a high level view, the strengths of horizontal organization are as follows13.
Strengths:
1. Promotes flexibility and rapid response to changes in customer needs.
2. Directs the attention of everyone toward the production and delivery of value to the
customer.
3. Each employee has a broader view of organization goals.
4. Promotes a focus on teamwork and collaboration.
5. Improves quality of life for employees by offering them the opportunity to share
responsibility, make decisions, and be accountable for outcomes.
Those characteristics in the microprocessor design context would be highly efficient design
iteration of any given cluster, better collaborative teamwork among Logic Design, Physical
Design and Design Validation teams, and clearer visibility of each design phase to the whole
team. All these strengths contribute to speeding up the timeline of the microprocessor design
project, the horizontal organization brings with it some of its own weaknesses, including:
1. Observability of core processes (design competencies) is limited and managing process
flow is time consuming.
13 Richard L. Daft, Organization Theory and Design
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2. Requires changes in culture, job design, management philosophy, and information and
reward systems.
3. Line managers in the current structure may balk when they have to give up power and
authority.
4. The new organization requires significant training of employees to work effectively in a
horizontal team environment.
5. Can limit in-depth skill development in the design competencies.
Most of those weaknesses are culture related and we could be optimistic about those for the
microprocessor design project, however, some weaknesses are more serious, such as 1 and 5.
For example, in the case of weakness number 1, microprocessor design relies heavily on
Computer Aided Tools (CAD), and those tools are highly specialized and expensive. To employ
the same tools and design methodologies not only lowers the overhead costs and leverages
knowledge sharing across different clusters, but also makes virtual chip integration feasible.
Horizontal organization dilutes the ownership of common design methodologies, and therefore is
a serious weakness.
14 Richard L. Daft, Organization Theory and Design
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Here is an illustration of the horizontal organization structure.
Figure 9 Horizontal Organization Structure
Matrix Organization Alternative
Given the Matrix organization's intent to balance the strengths and weaknesses of the functional
and horizontal organizations, would the matrix organization be the solution to this problem? To
find out the answer, we need to examine the characteristics of the matrix organization in the
context of microprocessor design project. Figure 10 is the matrix organization chart for a
microprocessor project.
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Figure 10 Matrix Organizations
From the ownership point of view, this structure indeed provides both the functional and
horizontal coordination paths, but it introduces many other problems.
First, the dual authority at the top level creates complexity and problems for fast
decision-making. For the microprocessor project, the cluster schedule and functional
schedules have a lot of build-in conflicts. Having the dual authority makes the design and
schedule tradeoffs resolution almost impossible.
Second, the number of cluster managers reporting to the cluster director is too many (20
to 30) -- more than anyone can possibly manage. In addition, to balance the different
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sizes of cluster teams is also problematic. There could be small clusters that require much
fewer people than the larger clusters. It will then mean one cluster manager has
dramatically different workload than other managers.
Third, for the engineers, they have to face the conflicts constantly from two bosses, and
it's frustrating to balance that. At least in all the earlier organization models, there is a
clear power priority in the situation of conflicts. In this case the two reporting paths have
the equal power, and therefore add complexity for engineers.
Last, in the situation of engineer absence, it is more disruptive in this model than the
other ones. It is unavoidable that an engineer may either take days off or simply quit to
join another company. In the other models, to find a temporary or transitional team
member to help out is not a problem because the team member at least understands the
history of the work, which is an important aspect for this kind of project. However, in this
model, first every engineer has dual reporting responsibilities, and the coordination of
delaying his/her own deliverables and getting the approval from two managers is tough;
second, the fill-in person would have to consult two supervisors to find out the history
and the requirements of the work to be done. Again, it consumes valuable project time for
the negotiation and coordination.
Given those issues, the matrix organization is not a good solution either. Although neither the
horizontal nor the matrix organization seems to be the solution for our problem, to understand
the strengths and weaknesses of each type of organization indeed sheds some light on the
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required attributes of a 'good' solution. Once the traditional organizational structures do not
work, the solution has to be creative and tailored to be applicable to this specific industry. In the
next chapter, the author proposes a hybrid organization tailored to the microprocessor design
project.
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Chapter 6 Organizational Innovation - the Proposed Hybrid Structure
The Purpose of Organization
"The purpose of an organization and each of its organization levels is to create capabilities and
add values in addition to those of their separate elements."15 That states not only the purpose of
organization, but also the importance of it. Organization connects all the stakeholders together
and creates value with such connections. In the microprocessor design project case, key
stakeholders are engineers, managers and the company. And the sets of values for them are
responsibility, accountability, career path, effectiveness, and efficiency. The uniqueness of
microprocessor design project development makes it difficult for any of those previously
discussed organizational structures to work toward the best value listed above. On the other
hand, the uniqueness also creates the opportunities to apply the organization innovation to this
very problem.
Proposed Hybrid Organization
To take advantage of the strengths of all the previously discussed organizational models and to
avoid or minimize their weaknesses, while focusing the solution in the context of a
microprocessor design project, the author proposes a hybrid organization structure. Figure 11
shows the high-level organization chart. Some of the highlights of this structure are:
1. The top-level accountability resides on a single project director that oversees both the
cluster teams and methodology team.
15 Eberhardt Rechtin, Systems Architecting of Organizations
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2. There are three layers of hierarchy rather than the traditional four.
3. Each cluster team has a comprehensive set of engineers from the different technical
competencies.
4. Each cluster team is responsible for more than 1 cluster.
5. There is a dedicated methodology group, which is composed of senior technical experts.
6. The methodology leads do not supervise any engineers directly, but they do define the
technical processes, infrastructure and detailed methods for the project.
7. The integration team is separated from the methodology team.
Figure 11 Hybrid Organization Structure
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This hybrid organization provides many advantages to the microprocessor project. The
remaining of this chapter is dedicated to exploring those advantages, and providing detailed
comparisons with other organization structures.
The Cluster Team
A noticeable distinction of the hybrid organization from all the previously discussed alternatives
is the cluster team. As shown in figure 12, this unit team has a mix of engineers from all the
required functional fields to deliver the cluster work from front-end to the back-end. Not only
that, this unit cluster team is responsible for more than a single cluster. Depending on the
workload of each cluster, each cluster team unit will own 2 to 4 different clusters with the
objective of balance at the team level. The main responsibility of the cluster manager is to
oversee the schedule of the clusters the team owns. The manager does not have to be an expert in
any specific technical field, but she/he needs to have the broad knowledge of all the aspects of
the design areas (full sub-system level knowledge). For the engineers, their main responsibilities
are to deliver the cluster with the collaboration of the teammates, and they do not own the
methodology of any technical field, though they do have the influence on the methodology lead.
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Figure 12 Cluster Team Unit Structure
The first advantage of this structure is the co-location of different technical functional engineers
in a same team. As discussed in the earlier chapters, one of the biggest problems in the
traditional organization structures is the slow response to changes because of the communication
with many distributed teams at different layers. To compare the efficiency, the author will use
the task-based DSM (Design Structure Matrix) method analysis of the project progress for both
the traditional and the hybrid organizations.
In the traditional functionally structured organization, each functional senior manager owns the
deliverables of a specific function of all the different clusters. For example, here is a list of tasks
for logic design senior manager: Logic design phase-I completion for cluster 1, Logic design
phase-I completion for cluster 2, and so on and so forth. The same thing for physical design, the
list of tasks could be physical composition phase I done for cluster 1, physical composition phase
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I done for cluster 2, etc. However, because of the organization structure, the incentive here for
each functional manager is to balance all the progress across different clusters, and the manager
thus creates dependency of jobs that are not supposed to be coupled. For example, the logic
manager likes the engineering who works on task "Logic design Phase-I for cluster 1" to help the
engineers who made less progress on task "Logic design Phase-I for cluster 2", so that both
cluster could finish the "Logic design phase-I" at the same time.
If we call the "Logic design phase-I for all clusters" a meta-task, then there is a natural
dependency among different mega-tasks across different functional areas. For the sake of
illustration, we have to use a simplified version of DSM that assembles the actual DSM in
microprocessor design. Here we use only 5 clusters and simply the design process as "logic
design", "design validation", "physical design", "timing validation" and "integration". Figure 13
shows such DSM for the traditional functional structured organization. (The "integration" task
depends on the previous mega-task)
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Figure 13 DSM for Traditional Functionally Structured Organization
As we can see from the above DSM, inside each functional meta-task, the sub-tasks are
interdependent of each other. Together with the fact that the latter back-end functional tasks
depend on the front-end tasks, there are many iterations that potentially exist in this
configuration before each phase of chip integration.
In the hybrid organization however, the inter-functional tasks for different clusters are de-
coupled, and the iteration is limited in scope inside a given cluster. Also because there is no
dependency among different clusters before the integration phase, the overall progress of this
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configuration is going to be much faster than that in the traditional organization. Figure 14 shows
the DSM for the hybrid organization structure.
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Figure 14 DSM for Hybrid Organization Structure
As shown in the above DSM graph, all the mega-tasks are decoupled, and the iterations are
confined inside each of the clusters. Because there is no dependency among different clusters
before the integration phase, they can be worked on in parallel, which will save a significant
amount of development time.
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The next distinction of this cluster team from the previous structures, especially the matrix
structure, is that this team owns multiple clusters. This provides the great flexibility for the
cluster manager to make the job assignment more optimized to the overall schedule. The
manager truly has the visibility of the overall progress of a given cluster and the authority to
balance the cluster schedule rather than any functional area. For the engineers, this configuration
can also help them to collaborate better both horizontally and vertically, because they can see
both sides closely. Also, if any engineer is absent, this configuration creates the least disruption
to the project schedule. A temporary substitute engineer of equivalent experience can be easily
identified to put on the job quickly.
Finally, this team structure offers both the engineers and the cluster manager a clear career path.
In this industry, many times the managers have weak management skills because of the
concentrated focus on technical development. This creates many issues for both the project
communication and employee career development. In this new organization structure, the cluster
manager is required to be a true manager who understands project development, who
communicates effectively, who knows a broad range of technical fields, and who knows people
really well. All those skills will prepare the cluster manager for the project director role. As we
examined the other structures earlier, this is a weakest point of the other organizations with
regard to leadership development. Engineers have the opportunity to work closely with people
not only from their own technical field, but also others, increasing their interdisciplinary
knowledge. This prepares them to grow into the management role later on as a cluster manager.
At the same time, they can also choose to advance to the technical ladder to become a field
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expert working in the methodology group as a functional lead. We will discuss the methodology
group in detail in the next section.
The Methodology Team
The other uniqueness of this hybrid organization structure is the standalone methodology team.
The counterparts of people in this team in the traditional organization are the senior functional
managers, who are ultimately defining the methodology of their functional fields. In this new
structure, their job objective is to solely define, own and communicate the design methodologies
rather than to manage people and schedule of any design unit team. Figure 15 shows such a
methodology team. The reason that there is different number of leads in different functional area
is purely from the practical perspective. Some functional areas require less methodology work
than others.
-hsa W LeadI Phy i ed y Lead
Figure 15 Methodology Team Structure
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People in this team are indeed senior people on the technical ladder. Those positions are also the
technical career paths for the engineers of other cluster teams. Though this team is separated
from the cluster teams, it nevertheless communicates frequently with all the cluster teams. A
more precise characterization is that each functional lead in the methodology team communicates
frequently with the cluster engineers who are working in the same function. As shown in figure
16, the communication between functional lead and functional engineers is two-way
communication.
Here are some of the advantages of this structure. First, without management responsibilities, the
functional leads can better focus on the depth of technical methodology. Second, the feedbacks
from functional engineers, who do not have any reporting relationships with the leads, can be
more objective, which will enhance the efficiency of the methodology. Third, functional
engineers are offloaded from the development of technical methodologies and therefore can
spend more time on the clusters' task progress. Fourth, the fact that different cluster teams follow
the same technical guidance makes the integration work much easier than otherwise. Last, for
any given technical aspect, there is always a cluster that pilots new tools, processes and
methodology first (in a more efficient way than the traditional structure as discussed in the
previous section). Having a centralized technical lead to study the feedback from pilot clusters
quickly and to test and resolve all the issues of tools, environments, and processes for other
clusters will enhance the schedule of the entire project.
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<- Common Guidance
Empirical Feedbacks ->
Figure 16 Interactions between Functional Leads and Engineers
For the manager of this methodology team, the skill sets required are very much like the cluster
manager. She/he will not only manage people, but will also strongly influence the schedule of all
the technical areas. The difference is that this team does not produce any 'visible' deliverables.
Another words, they do not put any transistors on the chip. However, their work still has
dependencies on each other, one being the right sequence, i.e. the logic leads need to figure out
the Logic Design Phase I Methodologies before the physical leads to publish Physical Design
Phase I Methodologies, and two being the interfaces between two functional fields, i.e. the
timing team likes the physical extraction data in a certain format at a certain location. All the
leads are accountable for the important methodologies definitions, and putting them in the same
small team provides them an efficient teamwork environment to deliver those results.
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Like the cluster manager, the career path of the methodology manager is naturally toward the
project director position, because she/he has not only trainings of both people management and
project management, but also the exposure to the range of technical areas.
The Integration Team
Because of the nature of the integration work, which relies on almost all the aspects of both
technical and cluster processes and progress, and because of the importance of the integration
work, this team is separated from other teams and directly reports to the project director. As a
matter of fact, this team can be viewed as just another cluster team, and the only difference is the
cluster in this case is the whole microprocessor chip. In the traditional organization structure, the
integration team also owns some design methodologies, which the author views as another
source of conflict of interest. All those design methodologies have direct impacts on both cluster
and integration schedules. Overly stringent methodologies make the cluster schedule slow, while
it will make the integration work itself faster. But again, the end objective is to deliver the final
chip, rather than to measure how fast each integration is conducted. Having a separate mythology
team makes the criteria more objective and therefore encourages a globally optimized
mythology.
In terms of career path, the integration team member is the best-prepared candidate for the
management track, whether the goal is to be a cluster manager or an integration manager. The
principal difference between a cluster engineer and an integration engineer is that the latter needs
more leadership and interpersonal skills than the former, because integration work depends
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heavily on communication with all the cluster teams. The integration engineer could also
become a methodology engineer if advancement in the technical ladder is their professional goal.
Summary
This chapter describes the details of the proposed hybrid organization structure, the relationships
among the teams, and the rationale behind the new structures. Each team is designed for a set of
purposes from a full product/system perspective, and together those teams also effectively utilize
each other's strengths. Overall this new hybrid organization also has fewer levels of hierarchies.
One of the management practices Jack Welch advocates is that "Design the org chart to be as flat
as possible, with blindingly clear reporting relationships and responsibilities."16 Also in another
popular book-Joy at Work, the author puts "Keeping the number of layers to a minimum is
important to make work fun"'. This new hybrid org chart certainly meets those descriptions. In
the next chapter, we will use System Dynamics tools to model and compare several key metrics
of the traditional organization and the hybrid one. The advantage of a System Dynamics model is
that it is able to simulate and display several levels of feedback effects that we cannot intuitively
conclude, and hence to provide a deeper understanding of the attributes and behaviors of a
system.
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16 Jack Welch, Suzy Welch, Winning
17 Dennis W. Bakke, Joy at Work
Chapter 7 The System Dynamics Perspectives
System Dynamics Analysis
"System dynamics is a methodology for studying and managing complex feedback systems, such
as one finds in business and other social systems... The methodology
" Identifies a problem,
* Develops a dynamic hypothesis explaining the cause of the problem,
* Builds a computer simulation model of the system at the root of the problem,
* Tests the model to be certain that it reproduces the behavior seen in the real world,
" Devises and tests in the model alternative policies that alleviate the problem, and
* Implements this solution." 18.
That is a quick summary and description of the tool. The core of the methodology is the
modeling of system stocks, flows and feedbacks. "Much of the art of system dynamics modeling
is discovering and representing the feedback processes, which, along with stock and flow
structures, time delays, and nonlinearities, determine the dynamics of a system."1 9
Fundamentally, the organizational structure influences the project management through all kinds
of feedbacks with time delays, and in a nonlinear manner. System Dynamics model would be a
perfect tool to help us uncover the dynamics of different organizations, and how they act on the
project metrics.
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18 http://www.systemdynamics.org
19John D. Sterman, Business Dynamics
The Reference Model of Project Management
There are two main steps to apply system dynamics models to compare the dynamics of different
organizations. First is to build a model that can fairly represent the sophisticated dynamics and
feedbacks of a project management system, and the second is to use this model with two
different sets of parameters representing the different organizations to make the comparison.
For the first step, the author decides to use a reference model and build on top of that with the
organization factors to complete the base model. In this base model, a switch will be set up, the
value of which will represent a specific organization. The simulations will run off the different
values of this switch, and therefore the results of the simulations to be compared and analyzed
next.
The reference project management model20 is chosen from a model used in the system dynamics
section of the project management class the author took at MIT. The author of this reference
model is James M Lyneis, the professor who taught this section in the project management class.
Dr. Lyneis generously granted the permission to use this reference model in this thesis.
This reference model together with the organization models sets the base model. In order to save
space, the author includes only the final base model schematics, and therefore will describe the
base model in the following sections all at once rather than explain the reference model here.
20 James M. Lyneis, Project Management Class MIT fall 2005
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The Modeling of Different Organizations
Based on previous chapters discussion, the author summarized the main effects of organization
on the project management factors, the effects that can be modeled and connected to the
reference model in the system dynamics base model. In order to make the comparison simple, a
switch variable is introduced called "organization type", the value of which distinguishes the
type of organizations - in this case, the traditional and the hybrid organizations.
As shown in figure 17, different organization types lead to a tree of different factors in project
management. Here is a list of them.
attrition due to career path
Career Path Clarity Quality of Managenrent
StaffMorale
clarity of staff accomtability- Sensitity for Effect of Scledule Pressure on Quality
orginization type 
__
conplexity of scledule nInagennt -Anticipated Schedule Overra
decision nmking effectiveness - Maxinim nWork Rate
inpact ofstaffnornal absence on productivity Nornal Productty
Organizatioml Closeness of Different Functioml Collaborators -InterteamConmmication Effectiveness
Figure 17 Organization Model in System Dynamics Base Model
1. Career Path Clarity: As we discussed in the previous chapters, the traditional organization
makes the career path clarity vague. There is no clear path for either management track or
technical track, and things are intertwined together. The result of this vague career
direction is to lower the staff morale. Also, in the traditional organization structure,
management staffs are primarily developing from technical experts. The organization
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structure makes it very difficult to groom a replacement for the project director. These
issues lower the management quality compared with in the hybrid organization, where
each role is designed to have a related reserve base. In the hybrid organization, a current
job position would provide extensive training in the skills required to be a successful
candidate for the next job level. Finally, the attrition due to a lack of career direction
comes into the function, as people end up seeking the opportunities outside of the
organization when clear career tracks and development opportunities are lacking.
2. Clarity of Staff Accountability: One attribute of the hybrid organization is the high clarity
of staff accountability. Cluster managers own the ultimate schedule of several clusters
regardless of different functional designs involved, and methodology team owns the
functional guidance only, preventing the conflict of interests inherent in owning design
methodology and project progress at the same time. When people have a clear
accountability, the sensitivity for the effect of schedule pressure on quality is high, which
could be both a good thing and a bad one for the productivity as shown in the reference
model.
3. Complexity of Schedule Management: One of the weaknesses of the traditional
organization is the misalignment of schedule between the perspective of the project
director and those that the senior managers have. A translation from vertical to horizontal
milestones is required from senior managers to the project director. The result of this is
the optimistic project schedule because of the hidden undiscovered rework that needs to
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be done together by different functional teams. Therefore the predicted schedule overrun
is shorter for project using traditional organization structure.
4. Decision Making Effectiveness: We saw that the traditional organization uese more top-
down decision making than bottom-up. Because the structure distributes the single cluster
work into several different teams, the ultimate decision comes from the project director.
There is a substantial organizational distance between the data and the decision maker,
and a long delay from the inception of the problem to the implementation of the top down
decision. This is much less of a problem in the hybrid organization. This factor limits the
maximum work rate.
5. Impact of Staff Absence on Productivity: One significant advantage of the hybrid
organization is the minimized impact of staff absence on productivity. It is hard to predict
the personal situation of any employee, and it is normal to experience employee absence
for a variety of reasons. In the traditional organization, even in the matrix organization, it
is very hard to find a temporary substitute for the absent staff to effectively do the work.
In the traditional microprocessor organizations, the central problem is the lack of cluster
history knowledge, as the efforts are completed outside of the team. Any substitute has to
cross team boundaries to find all the needed information to understand the history and
context of the cluster. In the hybrid organization, each cluster team owns two or more
clusters and the interactions among team members are frequent and very detailed. It is a
normal practice to have multiple people simultaneously involved in the work of multiple
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clusters on the same team. Hence it is relatively easier to have someone to fill in the
missing role, which results in a less negative impact on the project normal productivity.
6. Organizational Proximity of Functional Collaborators: Figure 18 shows one more level of
the effect of this factor on the others in the project management base model. This factor is
the foremost factor among all those mentioned here and above, because this is one of the
key differentiators between the traditional and hybrid organizations. The hybrid
organization brings the different functional collaborators closer together, and therefore
greatly enhances the inter-team communication effectiveness. Once functional
development personnel communicate frequently, the uncertainties on the different
downstream requirements can be discovered much earlier. In this base model, that factor
is the maximum effect of uncertain customer requirement. For the same reason, the
maximum time to discover rework shortened as well under this scheme.
Orgni aatiom1 C sen ss of Mfem t Flioui Collabora t er E f a Maxnnm fecto T Reuk
MnmTn to iscoer emk
Figure 18 "Organization Closeness of Different Functional Collaborators"
The Base Model
The base model is mainly the reference model with the addition of the organization factors. Here
follows the explanation the mechanisms of this base model. What determines the project time
span is basically the time it takes to finish all the "work to do". Initially the work-to-do is a fixed
value estimated based on the static situation. However, as the project begins, other factors
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(represented by feedback paths in the model) begin affecting progress, and hence change the
"undiscovered rework". The more the undiscovered-rework, the more the work-to-do, and
therefore the longer the project, assuming the productivity in this situation does not increase. The
main source of "undiscovered rework" is design errors, or 'quality'. The base system dynamic
model takes into account a comprehensive list of factors, such as quality and productivity, which
affect the project progress, and models the feedbacks among those factors to build the fully
coupled system to emulate the resultant project management. Figure 19 shows the graphic view
of the base model and the complete formula description is available in the appendix of this
thesis. Beyond the graphic model, each variable is coded according to its behavior. The coded
behaviors of all the variables can be simulated in a common platform, including the same time
step reference, and the consistent unit system etc.
To illustrate how the variables work in the model, let us explore more the two key metrics of
project management--quality and productivity. (Continued after figure 19).
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As shown on Figure 19, what quality affects are "Rework Generation" and "Work
Accomplishment". The lower the quality, the more errors are present in "done" work, therefore
creating more rework. Poor quality is the main source of "rework generation". When quality is
poor, the actual work accomplishment gets discounted. The less "work accomplishment" means
the less "work done". The downstream tree from quality shows that quality does have a great
impact on the project overall progress. What determines quality then? Figure 21 shows there are
fundamentally five main factors that directly affect quality. They are normal quality, effect of
experience on quality, effect of prior work quality on quality, effect of schedule pressure on
quality, and effect of uncertain customer requirements on quality. Normal quality is the quality
when there are no other effects - this is the 'nominal' project work quality from the organization.
Each of the four additional effects on quality can be further decomposed to what is shown in
figure 21, connecting with the comprehensive set of other variables in the model as shown in
Figure 19.
Undiscovered Rework
Rework Generation Work to Do
Rate of Doing Work
Quality
Work Done
Work Accomplishment (Work to Do)
(Rate of Doing Work)
Figure 20 What Quality Affects
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Figure 21 What Affect Quality
Similarly, variation in productivity is a key node on the net of the base model. Figure 22 shows
productivity at any given time will possibly affect the overall average productivity and potential
work rate. Average productivity is calculated based on the current situation and it can be used to
estimate the cost to complete the project. Potential work rate, if less than the maximum work
rate, becomes the actual feasible work rate.
Average Productivity Estinnted Cost to Complete Based on Progress
Productf
Potential Work Rate Feasible Work Rate
Figure 22 What Productivity Affects
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On the upstream side of productivity, Figure 23 shows the factors that directly affect
productivity. As the structure unfolds, many of the factors affect productivity also influence
quality as well, such as the staff experience, schedule pressure, and uncertain customer
requirements. As introduced earlier, one characteristic of the model is that it represents the
complicated feedbacks among different factors in the real world. This is the key value of the
model, as the effects of those feedbacks are difficult to intuitively visualize. In the next section,
we will show the results of the system dynamics simulation based on this base model, so that we
can compare the effects of the different organizations.
Experienced Staff
New Staff
Effect of Experience on Productivity
Relative Productivity ofNew Staff
Staff Level
Anticipated Schedule Overrun
Sensitivity for Effect of Schedule Pressure on Productivity Effect of Schedule Pressure on Productivity
Table for Effect of Schedule Pressure on PDY
Productivity
Elimination of Uncertainty Based on Progress
Maximum Effect of Uncertain Customer Requirements Effect of Uncertain Customer Requirements
Switch for Effect of Uncertain Customer Requirements
impact of staff normal absence on productivity
reference normal productivity Normal Productivity
Staff Morale
Relative P-Q Effect of Uncertainty
Figure 23 What Affect Productivity
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The Simulation Results
Following is a series of simulation results that compares the effects of the different organizations
from several different perspectives. The base line is the traditional organization that we use to
compare with the hybrid organization. First of all, the "work done" in Figure 24, shows that the
hybrid organization does a better job than the traditional organization. Not only is the work
progress in the hybrid organization faster (the slope of the work done) than that in the traditional
organization, but the completion date is earlier.
Work Done
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0
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42 48 54 60
Work Done traditional organization
Work Done hybrid organization -
Task
Task
Figure 24 Simulation Result - Work Done
From the base model, we can tell that the work done in traditional organization indicates either a
slower work accomplishment or a higher undiscovered rework. That logic leads us to check the
simulation results of the associated two variables. As shown in Figure 25 and 26, both the
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undiscovered rework and the work accomplishment results are consistent with the work done
results. Because of all those negative factors in the traditional organization, the undiscovered
rework rate is quite high compared with the hybrid organization thatis oriented to solving those
issues. One thing to notice is in the Figure 26, though there is a higher work accomplishment
toward the end of the traditional organization curve, it is already after the time that the hybrid
organization completes the project, which can also be seen in the work done graph in figure 24.
Undiscovered Rework
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5
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Undiscovered Rework : hybrid organization
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Figure 25 Undiscovered Rework
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Work Accomplishment
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Time (Month)
Work Accomplishment : traditional organization
Work Accomplishment : hybrid organization
54 60
Task/Month
Task/Month
Figure 26 Work Accomplishment
Under the traditional organization structure, the project takes longer time to complete, and yet
the team has expended substantially more effort than the hybrid organization. Figure 27 shows
the cumulative efforts expended by the traditional organization team are much more than that of
the hybrid organization.
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Cumulative Effort Expended
400
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Cumulative Effort Expended hybrid organization Month*Person
Figure 27 Cumulative Effort Expended
Based on this model, the cumulative effort expended in the traditional organization case almost
doubles that in the hybrid organization. Such a large gap tells us something about the staff level.
It is not possible to have the same staff level for the two situations. Figure 28 shows the
comparison of staff level between the two organizations. In the traditional organization, it shows
the pattern that many experienced people have encountered; as the project becomes late, more
and more resources are poured in to do the fire fighting, whereas in the hybrid organization, the
staff level is more predictable and level through the project life span.
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Staff Level
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Figure 28 Staff Level of the Two Organizations
Next let's look at how the productivity and quality compares in the two organizations.
Productivity
1
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Time (Month)
Productivity : traditional organization Task/(Month* Person)
Productivity : hybrid organization --------- Task/(Month*Person)
Figure 29 Productivity Comparisons
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As shown in figure 29, the traditional organization has a lower productivity. Another important
aspect to look at is the dynamics during the project. Both organizations show a decrease of
productivity initially, mostly due to the increasing rework, but in the traditional organization
case, the dip is much more severe than that in the hybrid organization. The productivity in the
hybrid organization remains more consistent
Quality
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Figure 30 Quality Comparisons
Similarly, figure 30 shows the quality comparisons. The traditional organization has a much
lower quality level, and also displays higher instability than that in the hybrid organization.
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Summary
By taking a comprehensive set of variables into a single fully coupled model, system dynamics is
able to predict the dynamic behaviors of each variable of interest. Project management is a
complicated process. With the aid of the system dynamics tool, we have a better understanding
of the mechanisms of how all the different factors played out during the project life cycle.
The most important job a project manager accomplishes is to reduce uncertainties, and therefore
to increase the accuracy of forecasts into the future, so that she/he can plan resources, assign
tasks and communicate status to different teams more effectively and efficiently. As we have
seen from quite a few different dimensions of the simulation results, the hybrid organization
offers the minimal uncertainty compared with the traditional organization without sacrificing
results.
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Chapter 8 The Additional Design Processes
Design for Status Reporting
In the past, there were some practices in the microprocessor design process that reflected systems
thinking, such as Design for Testing, and Design for Manufacturing etc. In those processes, the
process architect understood the big picture and optimized the process, aiming to solve the global
issues rather than local problems. This is exactly what system thinker does. Applying the same
idea, the author proposes the concept -Design for Status Reporting - as part of the project
management process.
Because of the high coupling and interdependency of microprocessor design processes, it is
critical for a variety of project participants and management in multiple roles and positions to
know the actual project status in some detail. "Project status provides team members the ability
to determine where they are against the plan-both present and projected-and the impact of this
status on the anticipated project outcome". Engineers can use that status information to
determine how to arrange their action items to achieve the maximum efficiency; for managers,
that information is crucial to allocate resources and plan ahead to shorten the critical path of the
project; for directors and higher-level management, the quick and accurate project status is what
they use to determine how to strategically plan product roadmaps, marketing promotion plans,
financial outlook and customer communication control.. Accurate and timely status reporting
also gives the executives confidence in progress on the project and prevents them from
21 Kevin Forsberg et al, Visualizing Project Management, 3rd edition
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interrupting the project. "One of the best ways to reducing executive meddling on projects is to
provide executives with the frequent, meaningful status reports"22
Traditionally, this status reporting takes time as an additional task and is often a program
management headache. Management and project participants can be tempted to 'game' the
results. Status collection is a top-down process - whenever there is a request coming from high-
level management, people at each level rush to prepare their status report, many times at the cost
of lower productivity. Worse yet, there is a delay between the time the management needs the
status and the time the status is actually available, which involves processes such as passing the
request down, holding up project work to work on the status, check the consistency of functional
status with other teams, and reporting up the management chain. By the time the status reaches
the management, the actual status of the project has already changed. This latency can cause
well-intended management to solve the wrong (earlier) problems and further impact quality and
productivity.
What the author proposes is a set of design processes that produce the actual status of different
design aspects as the byproduct of the required design data. The status produced this way is
always in-sync with the actual progress, and should be automatically coded to generate the
master project status that can be readily available in less than a few minutes after any changes to
or progress on the project. As the whole process is automatic, the only cost to this status
reporting process is the initial setup.
22 Harold Kerzner, Project Management 8th Edition
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Here is an example of process set up. First, the management team has to determine what the
metrics they need to monitor the project status, to communication to all the team members as
well as the higher-level review committees. Management and designers must be forward
thinking and include as complete metrics as possible in this initial template. It is disruptive to
add any new metric later on after a baseline has been established. The next step is to trace each
metric down to the design level. After determining how the metrics can be produced as a
calculated by-product of design, the management should start to automate the process that
translates the raw data to the desired metrics. Finally, implement the design for status reporting
in the CAD tools themselves. If there is any required status data that does not yet have a source,
then in the design tool the logical source should be produced. Figure 31 indicates this map. From
the way it is structured, it looks much more like the traditional organization chart. In fact, as we
have been seeing, this structure is problematic for the organization design, but it is the correct
structure for the status reporting. To separate the status reporting from the organizational
interests is to make the status reporting more objective and less political.
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Master Project
Status
Logic Design Logic Validation Physical Status Timing Status Integration
Status Status Status
Translation from Distributed Data to Formatted Status
Design
Data Dump
Design for Status Reporting
Figure 31 Design For Status Reporting Chart
In the traditional organization, it is not intuitive to implement this Design For Status Reporting
process, because of the conflicts of schedule and metrics at each management level. However,
under the hybrid organization structure, the implementation of the Design For Status Reporting
process would be quite easy because of the clear horizontal responsibility. Each cluster manager
can initiate the template that they need and be accountable for the collection of those data,
similar to the integration and methodology managers. Because of the way the hybrid
organization distributes decision making power to the lower level managers, there will also be
great interest for different managers to constantly check what the just-in-time status is of the
other teams, so that every manager can make quick and sound decisions.
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A clear, objective and accurate status report also helps to measure the performance of individuals
and teams. The author believes that the fundamental motivation for individuals comes from the
intrinsic motivation of a feeling of professional accomplishment. The sense of being accountable
and accomplishment is what essentially motivates teams and individuals. The hybrid
organization gives people the opportunity to be accountable for a clear set of tasks, and the
design for status reporting provides the chance to measure the accomplishment of people and the
teamwork.
Summary
The complexity of technology never decreases. On the contrary, it goes up almost exponentially.
Technology alone exerts quite much pressure on the microprocessor industry. For any given firm
in this industry, the challenge does not stop just there. As driven by many financial metrics, such
as ROI (Return on Investment), companies are fighting for results. Therefore, the management of
microprocessor product development is of no less importance as its technology.
Fundamentally, the management team does not really mange the technology directly. They do so
through managing the people on the project. And it is the author's belief that in the end what
firms are differentiating from each other and competing on is how well they can manage their
people. Because of the large number of staffs on each microprocessor development project, the
ad-hoc way of management just will not do it. The author in this thesis illustrated the importance
of an organization to the success of a microprocessor development project.
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Furthermore, in this thesis the author studied several existing organizations in this industry, and
argued that the weaknesses of those organizations hindered the timeline of the microprocessor
development. After synthesizing all the different aspects of an organization, the author proposed
an innovative organizational structure customized to this industry. With the tools that the author
learned through the Systems Design and Management studies at MIT, the author demonstrated
that the proposed hybrid organization is highly leveraged, robust, scalable and efficient for the
microprocessor development. Finally, as a supplement to the hybrid organization, the author
proposed an attribute as Design for Status Reporting that further improves the effectiveness of
the management of the complex system-microprocessor development.
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Appendix: System Dynamics Model Description
(001) Anticipated Schedule Overrun=
((Perceived Real Completion Date-Scheduled Completion Date)/Scheduled Completion
Date)*Project Finished/complexity of schedule management
Units: Dimensionless
(002) attrition due to career path=
1/Career Path Clarity
Units: Dimensionless
(003) Average Productivity=
IF THEN ELSE (Cumulative Effort Expended>0, Work Believed to Be Done/Cumulative
Effort Expended , Productivity)
Units: Task/(Month*Person)
(004) Average Work Quality=
Max(le-006,Work Done)/Max(le-006,Work Believed to Be Done)
Units: Fraction
(005) Budgeted Cost to Complete=
Initial Cost Estimate*( 1-Fraction Perceived to be Complete)
Units: Month*Person
(006) Career Path Clarity=
organization type
Units: Dimensionless
1 represents the new hybrid organization; 0.5 represents the
traditional functionally structured organization
(007) Change in Schedule=
Max(0,Schedule Slip)/Time to Slip Schedule
Units: Months/Month
(008) Changes=
Work Done*(STEP(Fraction Changed/TIME STEP, Time of Change)-STEP(Fraction
Changed/TIME STEP, Time of Change+TIME STEP))
Units: Tasks/Month
(009) clarity of staff accountability=
organization type
Units: Dimensionless
(010) complexity of schedule management=
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1/organization type
Units: Dimensionless
(011) Cumulative Effort Expended= INTEG (
Effort Expended,O)
Units: Person*Month
(012) Cumulative Work Done= INTEG (
Rate of Doing Work,0)
Units: Tasks
(013) decision making effectiveness=
organization type
Units: Dimensionless
(014) Effect of Experience on Productivity=
IF THEN ELSE(Staff Level > 0, (New Staff*Relative Productivity of New Staff
+Experienced Staff)/Staff Level, 1)
Units: Dimensionless
(015) Effect of Experience on Quality=
IF THEN ELSE(Staff Level > 0, (New Staff*Relative Quality of New Staff+Experienced
Staff)/Staff Level, 1)
Units: Dimensionless
(016) Effect of Prior Work Quality on Quality=
Sensitivity for Effect of Quality on Quality*Table for Effect of Prior Work Quality on
Quality(Average Work Quality)+( 1-Sensitivity for Effect of Quality on Quality)
Units: Dimensionless
(017) Effect of Schedule Pressure on Productivity=
Table for Effect of Schedule Pressure on PDY(Anticipated Schedule Overrun
)*Sensitivity for Effect of Schedule Pressure on Productivity+(1-Sensitivity for Effect of
Schedule Pressure on Productivity)
Units: Dimensionless
(018) Effect of Schedule Pressure on Quality=
Sensitivity for Effect of Schedule Pressure on Quality*Table for Effect of Schedule
Pressure on Quality(Anticipated Schedule Overrun)+(l -Sensitivity for Effect of Schedule
Pressure on Quality)
Units: Dimensionless
(019) Effect of Uncertain Customer Requirements=
(Maximum Effect of Uncertain Customer Requirements+(1-Maximum Effect of
Uncertain Customer Requirements)*Elimination of Uncertainty Based on Progress)*
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Switch for Effect of Uncertain Customer Requirements+(1-Switch for Effect of Uncertain
Customer Requirements)
Units: Dimensionless
(020) Effect of Work Progress=
Table for Effect of Work Progress(Fraction Really Complete)
Units: Dimensionless
(021) Effort Expended=
Staff Level*Project Finished
Units: People
(022) Elimination of Uncertainty Based on Progress=
Table for Effect of Uncertain Customer Requirements(Fraction Perceived to be Complete
)
Units: Dimensionless
(023) Estimated Cost to Complete=
(Budgeted Cost to Complete*(l -"Weight on Progress-Based Estimates")+(Estimated
Cost to Complete Based on Progress)* "Weight on Progress-Based Estimates")*Project
Finished
Units: Month*Person
(024) Estimated Cost to Complete Based on Progress=
Work to Do/Average Productivity
Units: Month*Person
(025) Estimated Rework=
20
Units: Tasks
(026) Excess Staff=
Max(0,Staff Level-Staff Level Required)
Units: People
(027) Experienced Staff= INTEG (
Staff Gaining Experience-Staff Leaving, Initial Experienced Staff)
Units: People
(028) Extra Staff Needed=
Max(0,MIN(Maximum Staff Level,Staff Level Required)-Staff Level)
Units: People
(029) Feasible Work Rate=
MIN(Maximum Work Rate,Potential Work Rate)
Units: Tasks/Month
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(030) FINAL TIME =60
Units: Month
The final time for the simulation.
(031) Fraction Changed=
0
Units: Fraction
(032) Fraction Complete to Finish=
0.99
Units: Fraction
(033) Fraction Perceived to be Complete=
Work Believed to Be Done/Initial Work to Do
Units: Fraction
(034) Fraction Really Complete=
Work Done/Initial Work to Do
Units: Fraction
(035) Hiring Delay=
4
Units: Months
(036) impact of staff normal absence on productivity=
1/organization type
Units: Dimensionless
(037) Indicated Completion Date Based on Progress=
Time+(Estimated Cost to Complete/Max(0.000 1,Staff Level))
Units: Month
(038) Initial Cost Estimate=
(Initial Work to Do+Estimated Rework)/Normal Productivity
Units: Person*Month
(039) Initial Experienced Staff=
4
Units: People
(040) Initial Inexperienced Staff=
0
Units: People
(041) Initial Scheduled Completion=
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Units: Month
(042) INITIAL TIME =
0
Units: Month
The initial time for the simulation.
(043) Initial Work to Do=
100
Units: Tasks
(044) Interteam Communication Effectiveness=
(Organizational Closeness of Different Functional Collaborators+Quality of Management
)/2
Units: Dimensionless
(045) Maximum Effect of Uncertain Customer Requirements=
Interteam Communication Effectiveness
Units: Dimensionless
(046) Maximum Staff Level=
100
Units: People
(047) Maximum Time to Discover Rework=
reference max time to discover rework/(Interteam Communication Effectiveness
+Staff Morale)
Units: Months
(048) Maximum Work Rate=
Work to Do/Minimum Time to Finish a Task*decision making effectiveness
Units: Tasks/Month
(049) Mimimum Time to Finish Work=
1
Units: Month
(050) Minimum Time to Discover Rework=
0.25
Units: Months
(051) Minimum Time to Finish a Task=
0.25
Units: Months
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(052) New Staff=
INTEG (+Staff Hired-Staff Gaining Experience-New Staff Leaving,
Initial Inexperienced Staff)
Units: People
(053) New Staff Leaving=
(MIN(Excess StaffNew Staff)/"Transfer/Firing Delay")*"Weight on Progress-Based
Estimates"
Units: People/Month
(054) Normal Productivity=
(Staff Morale+0.6)*reference normal productivity/impact of staff normal absence on
productivity
Units: Task/(Month*Person)
(055) Normal Quality=
0.95
Units: Fraction
(056) organization type=
0.9
Units: Dimensionless
1 represents the new hybrid orgnization; fraction represents the
traditional organization
(057) Organizational Closeness of Different Functional Collaborators=
organization type
Units: Dimensionless
1 represents the new hybrid organization; 0.5 represents the
traditional functionally structured organization
(058) Perceived Real Completion Date=
SMOOTHI(Indicated Completion Date Based on Progress,Time to Perceive Real
Schedule,Scheduled Completion Date)
Units: Month
(059) Potential Work Rate=
Staff Level*Productivity*Project Finished
Units: Tasks/Month
(060) Productivity=
Normal Productivity*Effect of Schedule Pressure on Productivity*Effect of Experience
on Productivity*(Effect of Uncertain Customer Requirements*"Relative P-Q Effect of
Uncertainty"+(1 -"Relative P-Q Effect of Uncertainty"))
Units: Task / (Person * Month)
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(061) Project Finished=
Project Finished Based on Work*Switch for Finish Based on Work+(1-Switch for Finish
Based on Work)*Project Finished Based on Schedule
Units: Dimensionless
(062) Project Finished Based on Schedule=
IF THEN ELSE(Time>Scheduled Completion Date,0, 1)
Units: Dimensionless
(063) Project Finished Based on Work=
IF THEN ELSE(Work Done>Fraction Complete to Finish*Initial Work to Do,0,1)
Units: Dimensionless
(064) Quality=
Normal Quality*Effect of Prior Work Quality on Quality*Effect of Schedule Pressure on
Quality*Effect of Experience on Quality*Effect of Uncertain Customer Requirements
Units: Fraction
(065) Quality of Management=
(Career Path Clarity+4)/5
Units: Dimensionless
assume it's one of the 5 factors determing quality of management
(066) Rate of Doing Work=
Rework Generation+Work Accomplishment
Units: Tasks/Month
(067) reference max time to discover rework=
12
Units: Months
assume 1 year is the normal max time
(068) reference normal productivity=
1
Units: Task/(Month*Person)
(069) "Relative P-Q Effect of Uncertainty"=
0.5
Units: Fraction
(070) Relative Productivity of New Staff=
0.5
Units: Fraction
(071) Relative Quality of New Staff=
0.5
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Units: Fraction
(072) Rework Discovery=
(Undiscovered Rework/Time to Discover Rework)*Project Finished
Units: Task / Month
(073) Rework Generation=
(1-Quality)*Feasible Work Rate
Units: Task / Month
(074) SAVEPER =
TIME STEP
Units: Month
The frequency with which output is stored.
(075) Schedule Slip=
Willingness to Slip*Max(0,(Perceived Real Completion Date-Scheduled Completion
Date))*Table for Schedule Slip(Fraction Perceived to be Complete)
Units: Months
(076) Scheduled Completion Date=
INTEG (Change in Schedule, Initial Scheduled Completion)
Units: Month
(077) Sensitivity for Effect of Quality on Quality=
1
Units: Dimensionless
(078) Sensitivity for Effect of Schedule Pressure on Productivity=
Quality of Management
Units: Dimensionless
(079) Sensitivity for Effect of Schedule Pressure on Quality=
0.85*clarity of staff accountability
Units: Dimensionless
(080) Staff Gaining Experience=
New Staff/Time to Gain Experience
Units: People/Month
(081) Staff Hired=
Willingness to Hire*Extra Staff Needed/Hiring Delay
Units: People/Month
(082) Staff Leaving=
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(Max(O,(Excess Staff-New Staff))/"Transfer/Firing Delay")*"Weight on Progress-Based
Estimates"*attrition due to career path
Units: People/Month
(083) Staff Level=
New Staff+Experienced Staff
Units: People
(084) Staff Level Required=
Estimated Cost to Complete/Time Remaining
Units: People
(085) Staff Morale=
Career Path Clarity/3
Units: Dimensionless
assume career path clarify is one of the 3 key things affecting morale
(086) Switch for Effect of Uncertain Customer Requirements=
Units: Dimensionless
(087) Switch for Finish Based on Work=
Units: Dimensionless
(088) Table for Effect of Prior Work Quality on Quality(
[(0,0)-(1,1)],(0,0.05),(0.1,0.1),(0.2,0.2),(0.3,0.3),(0.4,0.4),(0.5,0.5),
(0.6,0.6),(0.7,0.7),(0.8,0.8),(0.9,0.9),(1,1))
Units: Dimensionless
(089) Table for Effect of Schedule Pressure on PDY(
[(-0.2,0)-(1,2)],(-0.2,0.85),(-0.1,0.95),(0,1),(0.1,1.025),(0.2,1.075),(0.3
,1.15),(0.4,1.25),(0.5,1.325),(0.6,1.375),(0.7, 1.4))
Units: Dimensionless
(090) Table for Effect of Schedule Pressure on Quality(
[(0,0)-(1,1)],(0, 1),(0. 1,0.975),(0.2,0.93),(0.3,0.87),(0.4,0.8),(0.5,0.75
),(0.6,0.725),(0.7,0.7))
Units: Dimensionless
(091) Table for Effect of Uncertain Customer Requirements(
[(0,0)-(1,1)],(0,0),(0. 1,0),(0.2,0),(0.3,0),(0.4,0),(0.5,0),(0.6,0.1),(0.7
,0.3),(0.8,0.6),(0.9,0.85),(l, 1))
Units: Dimensionless
(092) Table for Effect of Work Progress(
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[(0,0)-(1, 1)],(0, 1),(0. 1,1),(0.2,0.95),(0.3,0.85),(0.4,0.75),(0.5,0.6),(0.6
,0.4),(0.7,0.25),(0.8,0.15),(0.9,0.05),(1,0))
Units: Dimensionless
(093) Table for Schedule Slip(
[(0,0)-(1, 1)],(0,0),(0. 1,0),(0.2,0),(0.3,0),(0.4,0),(0.5,1),(0.6,1),(0.7,
1),(0.8, 1),(0.9,1,11)
Units: Dimensionless
(094) "Table for Weight on Progress-Based Estimates"(
[(0,0)-(1, 1)],(0,0),(0. 1,0),(0.2,0),(0.3,0),(0.4,0),(0.5,0.1),(0.6,0.25),
(0.7,0.5),(0.8,0.75),(0.9,0.9),(1 ,1))
Units: Fraction
(095) Time of Change=
15
Units: Month
(096) Time Remaining=
Max(Mimimum Time to Finish Work,Scheduled Completion Date-Time)
Units: Month
(097) TIME STEP=
0.0625
Units: Month
The time step for the simulation.
(098) Time to Discover Rework=
Maximum Time to Discover Rework*Effect of Work Progress+(1-Effect of Work
Progress)*Minimum Time to Discover Rework
Units: Month
(099) Time to Gain Experience=
24
Units: Months
(100) Time to Perceive Real Schedule=
Units: Month
(101) Time to Slip Schedule=
Units: Months
(102) "Transfer/Firing Delay"=
1
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Units: Months
(103) Undiscovered Rework= INTEG (
Rework Generation-Rework Discovery+Changes,O)
Units: Task
(104) "Weight on Progress-Based Estimates"=
"Table for Weight on Progress-Based Estimates"(Fraction Perceived to be Complete)
Units: Fraction
(105) Willingness to Hire=
1
Units: Dimensionless
(106) Willingness to Slip=
0
Units: Dimensionless
(107) Work Accomplishment=
Quality*Feasible Work Rate
Units: Task / Month
(108) Work Believed to Be Done=
Undiscovered Rework+Work Done
Units: Tasks
(109) Work Done=
INTEG (Work Accomplishment-Changes,0)
Units: Task
(110) Work to Do=
INTEG (Rework Discovery-Rework Generation-Work Accomplishment,
Initial Work to Do)
Units: Task
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